September 30th, 2022

Knights’ News
REMINDER: Please refrain from bringing peanuts or items with
peanuts into the school. This would include classroom snacks and
items for activities and/or fundraisers for in the building.
We are a Latex free building as well. No latex balloons are allowed
in the building!

Have a wonderful weekend!

Announcements
October 3 - 7 – Homecoming Week
October 7th –
Early Dismisial at 12:45
October 11th –
ECFE Music & Me
th
October 12 –
National Recognition (graduation items and class jewelry. 12:30 pm
October 20th –
No School – MEA
October 27th –
Halloween Party 5:30-8:00
rd

th

The 70s
Amelia Aguilar Grade 12

The 70s was a tremendous time for America. It followed the 60s as women, LGBTQ+ and other
minorities fought for their rights in the states. During the 70s the New Right movement was created. This
movement started the decline of “traditional” social norms and celebrated the free market. New Right
conservatives fought against hush taxes, environmental regulations, highway speed limits, national park
policies, and affirmative action and school desegregation plans. The fight to protect the environment from all
sorts of toxins continued as well. The first Earth Day was celebrated in 1970. Congress also passed the
National Environment Policy the same year. The 70s had so many historical events happen.

Hurricane Ian
Janelle Plante Grade 9

Hurricane Ian “extremely dangerous” eyewall was moving onshore in southwest Florida late Wednesday
morning, just hours after it became a Category 4 storm. It was packing sustained winds of 155 mph, making it
just shy of a Category 5 hurricane, which is the most powerful storm possible. About 2.5 million people were
under mandatory evacuation orders as the hurricane started lashing the Florida peninsula with heavy rain and
tropical storm force winds in the early hours of Wednesday. Life threatening impacts are expected, and
power outages are occurring. Ian tore across western Cuba on Tuesday with sustained winds up to 125 mph.
Damage from the storm knocked Cuba's power grid offline, leaving the entire country in the dark Wednesday
morning.

Origin Story
Kadin White Grade 9

Emily was your average teenage girl until she was visited by an alternate version of Kadin White from
Universe 179-B, 179-B is a universe in which teleportation is possible with the form of portals and it is also
possible to travel to alternate universes. The universe that Emily is from is known as Universe 17-1a, 17-1a is a
universe where humanity was never able to stop the end of the world and because of that the version of me on
that world became a black circular being with the power to travel across the multiverse but that doesn’t matter.
Because his main mission is to get ahold of a blue crystal, and that crystal is what can give him his human form
back but Emily is using said crystal to find a cure for Kadin and it turns out that the crystal can create portals,
so she took advantage of the crystals power to travel across the multiverse! But then she travels to our universe
meets Alastor and he would take the portal device to travel to the universe known as 627-01a where humans
stopped global warming and fixed the earth, and he took the plans to go to mars so he could destroy the universe
and of course was trapped there for the rest of time.
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